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Abstract
Background: The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is the most commonly injured ligament in
the knee. The ACL serves as a stabilizer against anterior translation of the tibia on the femur and
is among the most commonly studied injuries in orthopaedic research. After ACL reconstruction
a typical return to play generally occurs 6 to 9 months after ACL reconstruction (ACLr). It’s
extremely important to develop an effective and efficient rehabilitation program to ensure
athletes are physically and mentally prepared to return to sport.
Purpose: Does balance training improve dynamic control in ACL deficient athletes or ACL
reconstruction?
Results: Fifteen scholarly articles were analyzed using a matrix format and were summarized
and evaluated using John Hopkins Evidence Appraisal. The validity and credibility of the articles
were assessed using Critical Appraisal Skills Programme and PEDro Scale. Three of the fifteen
articles did not support the critical question. The remaining articles supported the effects of
balance training, dynamic control, and proprioception on ACL deficient knees or ACLr.
Conclusion: The importance of balance training on ACL deficient knees in rehabilitation programs has
a significant effect on functional instability of the knee. Balance and proprioceptive exercises are often
integrated into ACL rehabilitation protocols and have shown to be effective in regard to enhancement of
stability and dynamic control. The limitations and gaps in current review expresses the importance for
further research. The additional knowledge is not limited to Athletic Trainers but also for other medical
professionals.
Implications for Research and Practice: Twelve current studies support the critical question
while the remaining three do not. The literature encourages additional research on dynamic
control in regard to ACL injuries due to the limitations and gaps in current research.
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Chapter I: Introduction
The anterior cruciate ligament is the most commonly injured ligament in the knee (Gans
et. al, 2018). Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) ruptures are among the most commonly studied
injuries in research. This is predominantly due to the rate at which ACL injuries occur. It is
estimated to range from 30 to 78 per 100,000 person-years (Gans et. al, 2018). The ACL serves
as a stabilizer against anterior translation of the tibia on the femur, internal rotation of the tibia
on the femur, external rotation of the tibia on the femur, and hyperextension of the tibiofemoral
joint (Gans et. al, 2018). ACL injuries often happen when stresses are imposed on the knee such
as, deceleration, cutting or changing direction, pivoting with planted foot, sudden stop, direct
blow to the knee or collision (Starkey, 2010). After ACL reconstruction, 61% to 89% of athletes
successfully return to sports, typically 8 to 18 months after reconstruction, depending on the
level of play (Gans et. al, 2018). After primary ACL reconstruction, the risk of another rupture
ranges from 1% to 11%. Additionally, athletes who experience an ACL injury are at a higher
risk of developing osteoarthritis in the knee (Gans et. al, 2018). Injury to the ACL results in
pain, instability, and difficulty with physical activities. Given this information, it’s extremely
important to develop an effective and efficient rehabilitation program. This can be accomplished
by ensuring that the basics (i.e balance and dynamic control) are achieved by the athlete through
the program (Gans et. al, 2018).
Designing a rehabilitation program after ACL reconstruction begins with identifying
postoperative goals. During the acute postoperative period, full passive extension, full extension
of 0 degrees and the ability to perform a straight leg raise without quadricep lag are some of the
first goals that need to be achieved (Irrgang and Harner, 1997). Goals are later progressed to
isometric exercises of the quadriceps to encourage hypertrophy of the muscles. To regain motion
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or function of the quadriceps the patient is typically seen once per week with an additional home
exercise program. It is also important to achieve flexion of the knee as the following step in the
program is to prevent accumulation of scar tissue. Scar tissue and ligamentous adhesions may
form resulting in the lack of ligament mobility (Irrgang and Harner, 1997). Long-term challenges
will also be addressed, such as immobilization of the knee. Additional rehab components include
open and closed chain exercises to increase quadricep and hamstring strength (Irrgang and
Harner, 1997). Synder-Mackler et al. report that closed chain exercises are less effective in
restoring quadriceps function than a program that combines closed and open chain (1997). The
gold standard of ACL rehabilitation exercises is closed chain exercises (Synder-Mackler et al,
1997). Closed chained exercises are viewed as safer and require less demands of the knee.
Moving forward into the program, from the 4th to the 12th week of the postoperative period speed
and agility will be assessed, plyometrics, pivoting, acceleration, deceleration, and landing
exercises are also incorporated. This would be the functional period of the program, getting the
athlete’s knee back to pre-injury status. The athlete can begin to gradually return to their sport
when they’ve achieved 85% to 90% strength in quadriceps and hamstrings (Irrgang and Harner,
1997).
A theoretical foundation exists that proprioception and balance training may improve the
nervous system’s ability to enhance muscular activity around the knee joint to improve knee joint
stability (Akbari et al, 2016). Balance training exercises are included in ACL rehabilitation
protocols and they’re typically used in clinical settings. They appear to be a safe form of
rehabilitation exercises after ACL reconstruction (Cooper et al., 2005). Integrating dynamic
control exercises into programs, such as performing single leg movements on unstable surfaces
can improve balance training (Akbari et al, 2016). According to Akbari, assessing the effects of
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balance training dynamic and static postural stability during the early phase of rehabilitation after
ACL reconstructive surgery can result in improvement of dynamic stability (2016). It was
hypothesized that a balance program would lead to improved static and dynamic postural
stability after ACL reconstructive surgery (Akbari et al, 2016). There is limited research on
investigating balance training in rehabilitation for people with ACL deficiency (Akbari et al,
2016).

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate if balance training improves dynamic control in
ACL insufficient athletes. Balance and proprioception are assumed to be an important factor in
promoting functional stability.

Need for critical review
As stated above, ACL reconstructions typically take 8 to 18 months to fully recover.
Various rehabilitation protocols are put in place to provide an efficient outcome for the athlete
(Gans et. al, 2018). Balance and proprioceptive exercises are often integrated into ACL
rehabilitation protocols (Cooper, et al, 2006). Research has shown that balance and
proprioceptive exercises are defined as exercises that challenge stability and neuromuscular
control. This information has been advocated in the clinical setting (Cooper, et al, 2006). Even
with successful outcomes of a program, individuals still run the risk of re-injury. The ACLdeficient knee has significant risks of functional instability, future meniscal tears, and subsequent
osteoarthritis (OA) (Friel & Chu, 2013). With proper management of the injury, specifically
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focusing on balance training to improve dynamic control, the possibility of an indirect injury or
re-injury could be reduced.
Deficiency in the knee joint is a consequence of an ACL rupture. Degeneration of the
surrounding cartilage is the body's reaction to basic wear and tear. The degeneration of cartilage
of the knee is the mechanism responsible for cartilage breakdown and the progression to OA
following ACL injury (Friel & Chu, 2013). The development of OA after ACL injury may be the
result of the initial injury to the subchondral bone and hyaline cartilage. When the injury occurs
the high force of the trauma disrupts the structures resulting in deterioration of cartilage. Lesions
or bone bruises, that can be measured on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), occur in 80%–
90%9 of patients with an acute ACL injury (Friel & Chu, 2013).
Clinical studies suggest that abnormal motion at the knee often causes degenerative
changes. For example, clinical reports showed that patients with ACL deficient knees experience
an increased incidence of knee OA (Andriacchi et al., 2004). Abnormal motion in the knee is
related to ACL deficiency and could be the cause of degenerative changes. Initiation of
degenerative changes of cartilage progress by increasing load demands on the knee (Andriacchi
et al., 2004).

Significance for Athletic Training
Athletic Trainers (ATs) are health providers who work under a licensed physician. Their
responsibilities are to provide care through “prevention; clinical evaluation and diagnosis;
immediate and emergency care; treatment and rehabilitation; and organization and professional
health and well-being” (NATA, 2019, n. p.). Injury to the ACL increases the risk for initiation of
cartilage breakdown and leads to a degeneration of the structures surrounding the knee joint. If
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the effectiveness of balance training improving dynamic control was researched in-depth it could
reduce the possibility of future injuries (Faggala et al, 2019). In addition, more studies could
develop protocols that could result in quicker return to play. Rehabilitation is an important
portion of athletic training and since balance training and dynamic control aren’t highly
researched it’s important to bring awareness to the field.
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Chapter II: Methods
Chapter two will describe the processes and methods that were used to collect evidence
that answers the question if balance training can improve dynamic control in athletes with
deficient anterior cruciate ligaments? Research strategies, process of inclusion and exclusion
criteria, number and types of selected, and the criteria used to evaluate the chosen articles will be
explained later in the chapter.

Search strategies
Multiple databases and journals were used to extract beneficial information. The primary
databases used in this research process were EBSCO MegaFILE, CINAHL and Scopus. These
databases were specific to human kinetics and applied health science, all of which allowed
access to students who attend Bethel University. Peer-reviewed articles were found in wellknown journals, such as Journal of Sports Medicine, Athletic Training, and Rehabilitation and
Physical Therapy. The majority of the articles discovered were found through a secondary
research process. After evaluating and summarizing the peer-reviewed articles additional articles
were found on the reference page. Specific words used for the searches were “dynamic control,”
“balance training,” “anterior cruciate ligament”, “rehabilitation,” “rehabilitation improvement,”
and “athlete.” Due to the limited amount of research on balance training in relation to ACL
injuries, very few articles were found. This resulted in an in-depth analysis of peer-reviewed
articles. During the search for articles, filler words were removed such as, “and” and “the”. A
majority of the databases used, primarily EBSCO MegaFILE, provided limitations such as the
selection of peer reviewed articles and articles with references available.
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion and exclusion of articles were based on relevance and quality of the article.
In order for an article to be included the information provided had to include injury to (rupture,
tear, or reconstruction) to the anterior cruciate ligament. As mentioned above, due to the
limitation of research on the relationship between balance training and dynamic control, very few
articles included both topics. Due to this outcome articles comprising rehabilitation of ACL
injuries and the role of balance in ACL programs were included as well. All genders were
included and there weren’t specific age limitations, but adolescents were avoided. Articles
conducted more than 10 years ago were allowed, predominantly systematic reviews on
effectiveness of balance exercises on outcomes of ACL injuries. After proper evaluation, only
good and high-quality articles were involved. Lastly, all types of article design were allowed.
Exclusion criteria eliminated articles with a sole focus on effectiveness of preconception
on individuals with deficient ACL injuries without the inclusion of balance training in relation to
dynamic control. Studies including evaluation of strength and neuromuscular testing were
excluded due to the lack of relation to improvement of dynamic control. Articles without open
access that only provided an abstract or required an additional purchase were excluded as well.

Number and types
A total of fifteen studies were evaluated. A majority of the articles chosen were
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews. They were evaluated using the John
Hopkins Evidence Appraisal and Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) (Raab & Craig,
2016). The remaining articles were evaluated by the PEDro scale (PEDro, 1999). For systematic
reviews, both Johns Hopkins Nursing Evaluation Tool and Critical Appraisal Skills Programme
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(CASP) were used to determine the quality of the article. The tool comprises eleven “yes,” “no,”
and “N/A” for the systematic review portion. The CASP tool included ten questions broken into
three sections (Section A, Section B, and Section C). Section A, assessing the validity of the
study. Section B, the results, and Section C, helpful results and if they can be used locally.
Altogether, these determined the reliability and validity of the article. Upon completion, the
quality of the article is determined based on how the answers are selected. The differences
between the two tools listed above is the assessment of the quality of the study. John Hopkins
demonstrates effectiveness and efficiency by providing a thorough rating system of quality. On
the other hand, CASP doesn’t provide a rating portion of the quality. Resulting in an unclear
expression of validity and reliability of the study. Using the nursing appraisal, the more often
“no'' is answered the lower the quality of the article. A total of six out of 15 articles were of
“high quality” while the others were categorized as “good quality” The PEDro scale was used for
further evaluation of validity. The purpose of the PEDro scale is to assist with rapidly identifying
the validity of a RCT article (PEDro, 1999). All of which properly assisted with overall quality,
resulting in higher rate of applicability for future research.

Criteria for evaluating the studies
Each study that was included first went through a summarization process using a matrix
provided by the Bethel University Graduate Nursing Program. The Review Matrix critically
evaluates the literature by separating the most relevant information from the research.
This included source citation, methodology, purpose, setting of the study, design instruments,
results, and a recommendation section. This is a secondary process after the tools of appraisals
were used, as discussed above. Using the matrix allows for an assessment of high quality, current
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(in certain situations), and reproducible literature. The overall goal is to be supplied with a large
number of beneficial literature resulting in assistance with growing future research.

Summary
The following articles used on balance training improving dynamic control on
insufficient ACL athletes were highly researched and supported using multiple methods. Well
known journals and databases were researched to properly evaluate usefulness, reliability,
validity, and quality of articles. As well as using the process of elimination by the inclusion and
exclusion criteria. So far, only fifteen of the twenty-five articles have been evaluated using the
matrix Bethel University provided. The quality and applicability of each article was thoroughly
taken into consideration, assisting in future research for balance training in relation to ACL
injuries.
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Chapter III: Literature Review and Analysis

Synthesis of Matrix
Chapter Three thoroughly reviews and summarizes the 15 scholarly articles cited in
previous chapters. The articles chosen to support the clinical question “Does balance training
improve dynamic control in ACL insufficient or reconstructed athletes?” The Bethel University
Graduate Nursing Program Matrix was utilized to successfully evaluate the credibility and
reliability of the following articles. This chart provides organization for the researcher to
thoroughly summarize articles as well as assess the quality through the usage of John Hopkins
Evidence Appraisal (John Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice, 2017). Articles were
organized into levels according to study design. After the level was assigned, a series of
questions were answered to determine the article’s quality. Randomized controlled trials (RCT)
or experimental studies were placed in Level I category. Level II comprises quasi-experimental
studies. Quasi-experimental studies are defined as having some degree of investigator control,
some manipulation of an independent variable, lacking random assignment to groups, and may
or may not have a control group. Finally, Level III studies are non-experimental. There is no
manipulation of an independent variable and they can be descriptive, comparative, or correlation
use of secondary data.

Level I Evidence: Five RCT experimental articles fit into this category and are
summarized below.
A randomized clinical trial was completed by Risberg et al. (2007) with the purpose of
determining the effect a 6-month neuromuscular training (NT) programs versus a traditional
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strength training (ST) incorporation of proprioception, hop test, isokinetic strengthening, static
and dynamic test. Seventy-four subjects (27 female and 47 male) with a mean age of 28.4 years
were included in this single-blinded, randomized controlled trial (Risberg et al. (2007). The
subjects were randomly assigned to participate in 1 of the 2 rehabilitation programs. The
participants of the NT program were 13 female subjects with a mean age of 27.2 years (and 26
male subjects with a mean age of 27.7 years (Risberg et al. (2007). The participants of the ST
group were 14 female subjects with a mean age of 26.5 years and 21 male subjects with a mean
age of 31.2 years (Risberg et al. (2007).
Knee function was assessed based on muscular strength, balance, pain, dynamic stability,
and proprioception. The Cincinnati Knee Score was the primary outcome measurement.
Beginning with muscular strength, the measurements were made of the quadriceps and hamstring
muscles after a 6-month follow-up (Risberg et al. 2007). Next, balance was recorded using static
and dynamic tests on an instrumented unstable platform (Risberg et al. 2007). For pain intensity,
the subjects were asked to rate their pain intensity during activities or immediately after activities
on the VAS, with 0 representing no pain and 100 representing worst pain (Risberg et al. 2007).
Finally, proprioception was evaluated using a joint kinesthesia measure called the “threshold to
detection of passive motion (Risberg, 2007).
The results showed that at the 3-month follow up there were no significant differences
between the NT group and the ST group for any of the outcome measurements. During the 6month follow-up, there were significantly improved Cincinnati Knee Scores for the NT group
compared with the ST group (Risberg, 2007). Also, both training programs provided similar
improvements in strength, balance, proprioception, and hop tests (Risberg, 2007).
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According to the researchers, they were able to examine differences between a prolonged
rehabilitation program including dynamic knee stabilization exercises, balance exercises, and
jump training exercises and a program using primarily ST exercises (Risberg, 2007). These are
commonly used exercise programs after ACL reconstruction.

Daneshjoo, Mokhtar, Rahnama, and Yusof (2012) conducted a controlled study
investigating the effects of FIFA 11+ and HarmoKnee (both of which are popular warm-up
programs) programs which include proprioception, static, and dynamic balance exercises
performed by professional male soccer players. The researchers informed all participants about
the procedures they would undergo, as well as obtained written consent from each individual
player. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the Institute of Research
Management and Monitoring, University of Malaya and the Sports Centre Research Committee
(Daneshjoo et al, 2012). There were a total of 36 male that ranged from the age of 17 – 20 years
old. All participants were professional soccer players with at least five years of experience
playing soccer at a professional level. Individuals with a history of major lower limb injury or
disease were unable to participate in the study. There were a total of three groups: FIFA 11+
group, HarmoKnee group, and the controlled group. There were two prevention programs: the
11+ program and the HarmoKnee program. The 11+ program consisted of 27 exercises focusing
on core stability, neuromuscular control, eccentric hamstring strength, and agility. It took
approximately 20-25 minutes to complete the program. The program began with sole focus
running exercises. Part two consisted of strength, plyometric, muscle control, core stability, and
balance exercises. As the levels increased, so did the difficulty. The final portion of the program
(part three) ended with running exercises. The different levels of difficulty improved the
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participants’ efficiency and enabled coaches and players to individually adapt to the program.
The HarmoKnee program was developed by Kiani et al (2010) specifically for soccer players.
HarmoKnee is a warm-up prevention program that combines education, proper motion patterns,
strength and balance. The main goal of this program is to achieve improved movement patterns
and reduce knee injuries. The program consists of five parts; warm-up, muscle activation,
balance, strength, and core stability. In combination with the regular soccer training season, the
HarmoKnee program was performed three times a week for 20 to 25 minutes. Finally, the
controlled group was asked to continue with their regular training and warm-up without any
restrictions.
Proprioception was assessed at various angles using the Biodex Isokinetic Dynamometer, twice a
week. The pre-test was conducted one week prior to the first day of training. The post-test was
recorded eight weeks after the pre-test. The test was conducted in the same order for each player
at the pre- and post-tests. The same member of the research team performed the test and the
tester remained blinded as well.
Dynamic postural control was evaluated using the Star Excursion Balance Test. This
measurement tool consists of eight directions: anterior, anteromedial, medial, posteromedial,
posterior, posterolateral, lateral, and anterolateral. Individuals are instructed to reach as far as
possible along the requested line. The aim of the tool is to maintain a single leg stance in the
center of the grid while moving clockwise or counterclockwise on the non-dominant leg.
Whenever the subject used the reaching leg for additional support, removed the supporting foot
from the center of the grid, or was unable to maintain balance on the supported leg, the trial was
disregarded and repeated (Daneshjoo et al, 2012).
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Postural static balance was evaluated using the Stork stand balance test. The subject stood
on the dominant leg. The individuals were instructed to place hands on the iliac crest and then lift
and hold the opposite leg against the medial side of the balanced leg. If the lifted foot touched
the ground, hands were removed from hips, or the opposite foot was removed from the stance
leg, the trail ended. The test increased the level of difficulty by instructing the participants to
perform the exercises with closed eyes. The players were given three attempts and the best time
was recorded.
The results comparing proprioception showed that there was significant difference
between the groups. There was a significant effect in time to maintain static balance with the
eyes open. On the other hand, dynamic balance in the pre-test and post-test had a significant
effect between the time in SEBT. The results showed the 11+ and HarmoKnee groups were
significantly increased by 6.7% and 5.6% (Daneshjoo, 2012). It was indicated that significant
differences between the HarmoKnee and the control groups. Finally, in comparison of static
balance between groups, there was a significant effect in static balance with the eyes open and
eyes closed. It was indicated that there were increases in static balance with eyes opened in the
11+ by 10.9% and the HarmoKnee by 6.1%. (Daneshjoo, 2012).
Vathrakokilis, et al. (2008) performed a RCT assessing the influence of a balancetraining program on knee joint proprioception, between ACL reconstructed patients who had a
lack of proprioceptive ability. A total of 24 patients (17 males and 7 females) who had
undergone ACL reconstruction were randomly assigned into two groups, one experimental
(Group A, n = 12) and one control group (Group B, n = 12). The inclusion criteria were as
follow: age 18-40 years; ACL reconstruction without associated lesion on other structures of the
knee; no previous intense rehabilitation or surgery for ACL on both knees; uninjured
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contralateral extremity; no hip ankle and back problems; no history of neurological disease, or
vestibular or visual disturbance (Vathrakokilis et al, 2008). The experimental group members
were placed in a balance specific program that trained for eight weeks, three times a week for 20
minutes each session.
There were two methods used to assess balance: Biodex Stability System (BSS) and balance
boards. The balance training program completed by the experimental group consisted of the
following exercises: 1) Two-minute attempt to maintain single-limb (SL) stance on a hemi
cylindrical balance board restricting movement in the anterior-posterior direction only, 2) A twominute attempt to maintain SL stance whole moving (focusing on dynamic stability) on a hemi
cylindrical balance board restricting movement in the anterior-posterior direction only, 3) A twominute attempt to maintain SL stance in a hemi cylindrical balance board restricting movement
in the medial-lateral direction only, 4) A two-minute attempt to maintain SL stance while
moving (focusing on dynamic stability) on a hemi cylindrical balance board restricting
movement in the medial-lateral direction only, 5) A two-minute attempt to maintain SL stance a
hemispherical balance board allowing movement in both anterior-posterior and medial-lateral
directions (Vathrakokilis et al, 2008).
The BSS is a stability tool that assesses neuromuscular performance by evaluating the
ability to remain stable on the unstable platform. The BSS was used to evaluate the dynamic
postural stability of SL stance for all the participants. The platform provides eight different
stability levels that range from a completely firm surface (stability level 8) to very unstable
surface (stability level 1). The participants balance ability was assessed at baseline and after the
8-week balance program was completed. All subjects were instructed to focus on the visual
feedback screen in front of them. The goal was to maintain the cursor at the center of the
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bullseye on the screen. This was performed for three, 20 second trials with the best time of the
three being recorded.
The second balance assessment utilized two balance boards for the evaluation of balance
in single leg stance. This assessment measured five variables: 1. Stability (time) in sagittal plane
2. Dynamic stability (time) in sagittal plane, 3. Stability (time) in frontal plane, 4. Dynamic
stability (time) in frontal plane, 5. Stability (time) in all directions. The first board had a hemi
cylindrical bottoms surface, this created to restrict movement of the platform on the frontal or
sagittal plane depending on the foot placement. Second, a hemi global board with a bottom
surface was used. This allowed movement of the platform in the anterior-posterior and mediallateral directions. During the evaluation the subjects attempted to avoid contacting the edges of
the board with the ground for as long as possible. The time was measured in seconds. A total of
three trials were performed, with the best of the three times being recorded.
Both static and dynamic balance in the patient group was assessed at an average of 22
months after ACL reconstruction. The main goal of this study was to investigate if there were
significant differences in proprioception between legs (healthy and reconstructed) for all the
subjects and if a balance-training program influenced the ACL-reconstructed patients’ balance
ability and proprioception. The results showed significant differences in proprioceptive ability
between legs of the participants but there were no significant differences in the two groups
overall for anterior-posterior and medial lateral stability of both legs (Vathrakokilis et al, 2008).
The 8-week balance training program improved all the balance performance tests in the group A,
but there was no difference in the balance ability in the control group [Group B] (Vathrakokilis,
2008).
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In a RCT by Akbari, et al. (2015) the effect of balance exercises on the postural stability indices
in subjects with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL reconstruction) was evaluated. Twenty-four
healthy males with an ACL reconstruction (balance group) and two-four healthy males with no
previous knee injuries (control group) were enrolled in the study. Inclusion criteria for the ACL
participants included: male, undergone an ACL reconstruction, were four weeks post surgical,
16-35 years old, no pain in the ankle joint, not currently involved in any sport activities during
the study, healthy sensory motor function in the lower limbs, no history of neuromuscular
disease, or symptoms of vertigo, etc. Subjects were excluded if they were currently enrolled in
physical therapy or other training programs and did not complete sessions of treatment in the
current study (Akbari et al, 2015). The subjects were assigned to a control group or balance
training group. Those in the control group were tested for health of the muscle and ligaments
around the ankle joint by anterior and posterior drawer tests, as well as joint glides. The overall
stability index was recorded in various directions (anteroposterior and mediolateral) with a
Biodex Balance System. The subjects were instructed to stand on the balance board without
shoes and stocking with their hands laid across the other on the thorax. This was performed in a
double stance with eyes open and closed, as well as in single leg standing positions with the eyes
open and closed. With the double leg stance, the difficulty level was decreased from level 6 to
level 3. In the single leg standing positions with the eyes closed and open, the difficulty level
gradually changed from eight to five. Each test consisted of three trials that lasted 20 seconds
with a 10-second interval between trials for rest. A mean score was calculated from the three
evaluations.
In the balance training group subjects were trained with a balance training rehabilitation
program for 30 minutes, 6 days a week, for 12 sessions. The following exercises were included:
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Single leg stance with eyes closed and opened, and Step-up: anterior, lateral, posterior on the
uninvolved and involved leg. After completing the sessions of treatment, all of the assessments
were measured again after the sessions of treatment were completed.
The results support that balance exercise could decrease dynamic stability indices in subjects
with ACL reconstruction (Akbari et al, 2015). The decrease was shown in both groups, but there
wasn't a significant difference between the two groups. This experimental study proposes that
proprioceptive and balance exercises improve postural stability in subjects with ACL deficiency
during early stages of ACL reconstruction rehabilitation. Finally, the findings and other research
(Cooper et al. 2005) suggest that neuromuscular training could be utilized by patients with ACL
reconstruction as a rehabilitation method (Akbari et al, 2015).

An experimental study was completed by Armitano-Lago et al. (2020) to determine if
ACLr individuals demonstrate slower reactions during a dynamic postural task. The researchers’
general purpose of this study was to assess whether individuals with a history of ACLr exhibit
altered neuromotor function when compared to healthy controls (Armitano-Lago et al. 2020). As
stated by Armitano-Lago et al. (2020) previous research suggests subtle changes in movement
following ACLr. Therefore, individuals with an ACLr are predicted to respond slower under the
cognitively challenging reaction time. The present study will examine spatiotemporal, balance,
ankle dorsiflexion ROM, proprioception, joint laxity, patellar tendon reflex latency, and
quadriceps strength (Armitano-Lago et al. (2020).
Sixteen participants with a unilateral ACLr were recruited for this study in addition to
sixteen mass-matched participants with no previous history of ACLr (control group). The
requirement for individuals with previous ACLr history was a minimum of 2 years post-ACL
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reconstructive surgery. The requirement set up the individuals for success when examining
mechanical stability, function, and joint stability (Armitano-Lago et al. 2020). The following
measuring tools were used: International Physical Activity Questionnaire, Knee injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score, and the 36-Item Short Form Survey. Postural reaction time (RT)
individuals performed both simple and choice RT tasks under postural conditions. Simple RT
paradigm provided direct comparison with the seated RT responses, while the choice RT
paradigm reflected dynamic movements typically performed in sporting activity (Armitano-Lago
et al. 2020).
Results showed that the ACLr group had significantly lower scores in the KOOS than the
controlled group. For the results for simple reaction time (seated) there were no differences
between the ACLr and control group. After assessing movement in each group, the results
showed that anterior-posterior and mediolateral was significantly slower in the ACLr group. The
results revealed no group differences for balance, proprioception, joint laxity, or reflex testing
(Armitano-Lago et al. 2020). In addition, no group differences were found in concentric or
eccentric quadricep strength. However, the primary finding was that individuals with an ACLr
exhibited a significant slowing of postural reactions compared to the control group.
Since there weren’t any significant differences between groups in the clinical or biomechanical
measurements would be considered limited. Therefore, considerations for additional studies will
benefit future research in ACLr (Armitano-Lago et al. 2020).

Level II Evidence: This section consists of quasi-experimental studies which have some degree
of investigator control, some manipulation of an independent variable, lacks random assignment
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to groups, and may or may not have a control group. Two articles fit into this category and are
summarized below.
A controlled laboratory study was performed by Myer, Ford, McLean, and Hewett (2006)
that compared the effects of maximum effort plyometric jumping versus dynamic
stabilization/balance exercises on lower extremity kinematics during landing tasks in female
athletes. The keywords that were chosen for the search were “neuromuscular training,
plyometrics, balance, and ACL injury prevention.” A total of 23 female subjects were chosen for
the study. The high school volleyball athletes with ACL-injured or ACL-uninjured knees were
separated into two groups (Group 1: Plyometric training and Group 2: balance training). The
subjects were required to participate in 12 of 18 training sessions. One subject only completed 11
sessions and the following three sustained ankle injuries posttesting. Another subject was
excluded from the 3D motion statistical analysis because of an error during the data collection.
After the exclusion process 18 subjects were evaluated (plyometric group, n = 8; balance group,
n = 10). All subjects underwent a 3D lower limb joint kinematics recorded both before and after
training. Pretesting occurred 1 week before training and posttesting occurred approximately 8
weeks after the pretest.
The two isolated neuromuscular training protocols that were used in this study were
derived from a combined training protocol previously shown to reduce biomechanical measures
related to ACL injury and to increase measures of performance (Myer et al, 2006). Each training
session lasted about 90 minutes, which included an active warm-up that included 5 agility ladder
runs. Additionally, there was a resistance training protocol used by both groups.
The plyometrics program included maximum effort plyometric jumping and cutting maneuvers.
The program emphasized jumping movements that generated maximum power and performance
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of cutting techniques with quick reactions (Myer et al, 2006). The intensity of exercises
increased throughout the program by adding complexity to the movements by adding single-limb
maneuvers. The following movements weren’t included: any form of stabilization, hold, or
balance (Myer et al, 2006).
On the other hand, the balance group focused on dynamic lower extremity
stabilization/balance exercises. The athletes were instructed to dampen the landing force through
sagittal plane flexion while avoiding positions of lower extremity valgus (Myer et al, 2006).
While performing the exercises the balance group were given frequent and simultaneous oral
feedback regarding the technical performance, improving postural and lower extremity
alignment and control (Myer et al, 2006). The athletes were instructed to perform exercises that
increased knee flexion without lower extremity valgus. The difficulty increased by moving from
a stable surface to an unstable surface.
In addition to the programs, kinematic testing and eight high-speed Eagle video cameras
were utilized for further evaluation on the athletes. Kinematic testing consisted of two exercises
chosen for evaluation related to increased risk of ACL injury. The eight high-speed Eagle video
cameras were used as an analysis system to track the athlete’s motion. Lower limb kinematic
data were generated for each trial from the 3D. Skin markers were placed on the specific
landmarks on the body so the high-speed video system would collect data (Myer et al, 2006).
“Training effects were observed in the coronal plane kinematic data during both vertical jump
and medial drop landings. Both the plyometric and balance training protocols decreased the
initial contact and the maximum hip adduction angle. Assessing posttest results the maximum
ankle eversion angles reduced in both training groups. The results of both groups with decreased
contact and reduced joint angles supports the statement that comprehensive neuromuscular
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training can lead to improvements in athletic performance and movement biomechanics and
reduce ACL injury risk in female athletes” (Myer et al, 2006).
Finally, the effects of rehabilitation exercises on proprioception sensory and dynamic
balancing functions performed after ACLr differ between males and females was examined by
An, Park, and Lee (2015). Eighteen subjects volunteered for the study and ages ranged from 17 –
20 years old. The subjects were limited to patients who had undergone anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction performed by the same surgeon and were assessed as having no difference in
anatomical stability. Groups were separated based off of gender (male = 10, female = 8). The
initial rehabilitation exercise program was implemented based on the accelerated rehabilitation
program designed by Shelbourne and Nits (1990). The rehabilitation exercises were performed
three times a week for 3 months. After reconstruction, subjects visited the hospital once a week
to perform exercises supervised during weeks 12-24. Self-exercises templates were given to the
patients for educational purposes, these exercises were performed two times a week (An et al,
2015). Active joint position sense (AJPS) and passive joint position sense (PJPS) were measured
in the affected and unaffected leg. Also, the subject's dynamic balance was measured using a
balance system manufactured by Biodex Medical System (An et al, 2015).
In the case of the affected knee, AJPS during extension (extension AJPS) and PJPS during
extension (extension PJPS) did not show any significant difference between the measurement
periods or between the groups. After further assessment, dynamic balance showed an improving
tendency. With regard to the unaffected knee, the male and female groups showed similar
tendencies in dynamic balance (An et al, 2015). The changes in the dynamic balance function
were evaluated after the application of a rehabilitation exercise program following ACLr, but
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there was no significant improvement observed over time and no interaction effects were found
according to the groups and measurement periods in the affected knee (An et al, 2015).
An experimental study was performed by Myklebust, G., Bahr, R., Nilstad, A., Steffen, K.
(2017) evaluated isokinetic and isometric lower extremity strength, dynamic balance, knee
laxity, and self-reported knee function for female athletes who successfully returned to and
played elite handful and football for several years after an ACL injury.
The study took baseline data from a prospective cohort study that investigated risk factors
for ACL injuries in football players. A total of 418 handball players and 448 football players
were included into the study from 2007 through 2014. Quadricep and hamstring strength were
assessed using maximal isokinetic concentric knee extension and knee flexion with a
dynamometer (Myklebust et al. 2017). Hip abductor strength was measured with a handheld
dynamometer. Dynamic balance was assessed using the modified Star Excursion Balance Test. A
total of three trials were calculated, the mean of trials was analyzed in all directions.
In ACL-injured players the researchers found significantly weaker isokinetic quadriceps and
hamstrings muscular strength compared to non-injured knee. There weren’t any between-leg
improvements found for hip abduction strength, and the dynamic balance test (Myklebust et al.
2017). Players without an ACL-injury history displayed significantly greater hamstring strength
in their dominant leg compared to the non-dominant side. However. Balance was 2%-4% better
on the non-dominant side (Myklebust et al. 2017). These results showed that no differences in
strength or dynamic balance were observed between female players with previous ACL injuries
who had successfully returned to sport 1-6 years after injury and non-injured players (Myklebust
et al. 2017). Also, the injured knee was approximately 6% weaker and displayed larger
instability than the contralateral healthy knee (Myklebust et al. 2017). The limitations of this
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study are that there weren’t differences in strength or dynamic balance with previous ACL
injuries. Additional research needs evaluated on athletes in general, but also on female athletes.

Level III Evidence: These are defined as nonexperimental studies, with no manipulation of
independent variables and can be descriptive, comparative, or correlational, often using
secondary data . One article fits into this category and is summarized below.
A prospective cohort study was completed by Steffen, Nilstad, Krosshaug, Pasanen,
Killingmo, and Bahr (2017) that assessed whether static and dynamic postural control were
associated with an increased risk for ACL injuries in female elite handball and football players.
Over an eight-year period data was collected from secondary analyses from a cohort study
designed to examine risk factors from non-contact ACL injuries in female elite handball and
football players. 880 player-tests eligible for analyses, 429 handball players and 451 football
players. All ACL injuries were recorded from the start of the screening tests in 2007 through
May 2015. If an injury occurred during the regular season the player was contacted, and detailed
medical information was recorded.
As stated by Steffen et al. (2017) balance tests were included in the study as a “test
battery” to assess potential demographic, neuromuscular, two dimensional and 3D
biomechanical, anatomical, and genetic risk factors for ACL injury (Steffen et al, 2017). Each
individual player spent about 7 hours completing the screening tests. A questionnaire was
completed as well, the data collected on demographics; elite playing experience, histories of any
previous injuries to the ACL or ankle 1 year prior to the study. The researchers examined shortterm and long-term reproducibility of the selected balance tests assessed by two groups of
athletes twice (Steffen et al, 2017).
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It was stated that the role of balance is believed to be a critical component of
neuromuscular control (Steffen et al, 2017). Balance was evaluated using the simplified Star
Excursion Balance Test (SEBT). The measurement tool assessed dynamic stability and postural
control, combined with lower limb strength and range of motion (Steffen et al, 2017). The trials
were performed three times, the means of the trials were recorded.
A total of 838 players were included in the final analyses (409 handball players and 429 football
players). To examine the stability of balance/postural control measures over time, 144 players
were retested after the first session. Direct and non-contact ACL injuries were recorded, a total
of 55 players experienced new non-contact ACL injuries. There was no difference between their
injured and uninjured leg for any of the postural or dynamic measurements. (Steffen et al, 2017).
After final evaluations the data determined that there isn’t any relation between postural control
and ACL injury risk (Steffen et al, 2017).

System review and meta-analysis articles were assessed using Johns Hopkins Nursing
Evaluation Tool. The quality was rated poor, good, and high quality. Six articles fit into this
category and were summarized highlighting important key points.
A systematic review was completed by Dhillon, Bali, and Prabhakar (2011) that researched
the importance of functional stability of the knee and proprioception. The authors searched
MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, and Google Scholar. The keywords that were selected
included “proprioception,” “ACL reconstruction”, “knee sensation”, “mechanoreceptors,” and
“nerve supply.” The researchers discussed the concept of functional stability of the knee joint,
mechanoreceptors in both uninjured and injured ACL stumps, the decrease in proprioception
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following an ACL injury, the restoration of proprioception after ACL reconstruction, and the role
of postoperative rehabilitation (Dhillon et al, 2011).
The importance of proprioception of knee joint and its relation to activity level, laxity, meniscal
injuries, collateral ligament injuries, cartilage injuries, age and subjective function in patients
with ACL-deficient knees has been studied by many researchers. According to Dhillon, Bali, and
Prabhakar (2011) the recovery of knee function in ACL-deficient knees is still evolving. The
focus currently is on anatomic placements and the number and positions of various bundles
during reconstruction. Proprioception is an emerging subject as an important factor to determine
post-operative care after ACL reconstruction (Dhillon et al, 2011).

A systematic search of literature was performed using the following databases: Medline,
PubMed, Embase, CINAHL, and Cochrane Database of Systematic reviews (Webster & Hewett,
2018). The following keywords were selected: “ACL OR anterior cruciate ligament OR
neuromuscular OR training OR sport injury” AND “prevention OR neuromuscular OR training
PR agility OR plyometric.” All databases were searched from January 1990 until August 3, 2017
and the studies were limited to reviews or meta-analyses (Webster & Hewett, 2018).
The selection of the studies followed an inclusion process as follows: meta-analysis of
randomized controlled studies (RCTs) or prospective cohort studies that evaluated the
effectiveness of an ACL injury prevention training program and reported data on the incidence
ACL injuries and written in English. The exclusion criteria were systematic reviews that did not
pool data or perform a meta-analysis; narrative reviews or those without algorithm or failed to
describe how studies were selected for the review and reviews that evaluated a general or sports
injury prevention program that was not specific to ACL injury prevention program that was not
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specific to ACL injury prevention (Webster & Hewett, 2018). Reviews that included nontraining interventions such as education or an external device were not included in the analysis.
Eligible studies included participants of either study (Webster & Hewett, 2018).
Overall, the thorough inclusion and exclusion process demonstrated that ACL injury
reduction programs decrease the risk of all ACL injuries by half and non‐contact ACL injuries in
all athletes by two‐thirds in female athletes. The researchers end the analysis with
recommendations for future research since there is limited information on the effectiveness of
ACL injury prevention programs in male athletes, making it difficult to determine the reduction
rate of a second injury (Webster and Hewett, 2018). Therefore, As stated by Webster and Hewett
(2018) future research could benefit from the analysis as well as the findings such as, the
reduction of second ACL injury risks.

In addition, the results of a systematic review done by Cooper et al. in 2005, suggest that
proprioceptive and balance exercise may improve outcomes in people with ACL deficiency, and
that some modest benefits are apparent for people who have undergone ACL reconstruction. It
was also stated that proprioceptive and balance exercises appear to be a safe form of
rehabilitation, with no study reporting increased passive joint laxity or decrease in strength when
compared with standard rehabilitation programs (Cooper et al, 2005).
Only studies that offered beneficial evidence by comparing one rehabilitation program to
another were included. Various study times included RCTs, quasi-randomized trials,
observational comparisons, cohort studies, and historical comparisons (Cooper et al, 2005).
Participants included people with ACL deficiency and people following surgical reconstruction
of the ACL over 15 years of age. Rehabilitation programs selected must have made reference to
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exercises or therapies given with the intention of aiding the restoration of neuromuscular
performance, balance, and proprioception (Cooper et al, 2005).
Results from the primary search were 1,532 papers. 352 duplicate papers were excluded,
another 1,126 references were excluded on the basis of the title, and 48 further references were
excluded based on the abstract. Of the seven studies that met the inclusion criteria, five were
randomized clinical trials. Two were excluded due to low methodological quality. As stated by
Cooper, proprioceptive and balance training may improve the nervous system’s ability to
synchronize muscular activity around a joint improving dynamic knee joint stability. Thus,
improving outcomes in people following injury or surgery to the ACL. The results of this
systematic review suggest that proprioceptive and balance exercise may improve outcomes in
people with ACL deficiency, and that some benefits are present for people who have undergone
ACL reconstruction (Cooper et al, 2005).

A systematic review and meta-analysis were completed by Ma, J et al. (2020) that
determined the effectiveness of proprioception training on knee function following anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction. The ACL is important for sensory control that assists
with proprioception and initiates protective and muscle reflexes for stabilization. The
proprioceptive training can promote the recovery of proprioceptive feedback mechanism of the
knee and enhance stability of the knee (Ma, J et al. 2020). That being said, for the systematic and
meta-analyses the search was completed using PubMed, EMBASE, the Cochrane Library, Ovid,
EBMSCO-host, ScienceDirect, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, Technology Periodical
Database, Wan Fang Data and China for the selected articles. Keywords used in the search were:
proprioception, balance, neuromuscular, training, anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, and
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randomized controlled trial. After the researchers reviewed relevant articles, eligibility criteria
were based on PICOS structure (Ma, J et al. 2020). A total of 170 relevant studies were chosen
from 10 electronic databases. The studies were screened according to the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. After the screening process, 17 studies with 878 participants published between 2003
and 2020 were included (Ma, J et al. 2020).
Seven articles assessing effects of proprioceptive training were determined as highquality. Four of the seven studies that were selected involved 140 participants evaluating knee
function with the Cincinnati knee rating system, knee range of motion test, and the hop test. The
analyses provided results that proprioceptive training could significantly improve knee in range
of motion but didn’t have much improvement in Cincinnati knee rating system and the hop test.
On the other hand, 33 studies of low-quality were included in the systematic and meta-analyses.
20 studies assessed knee function and the remaining 13 evaluated knee proprioception. Knee
function was evaluated (knee function after training using the Lysholm knee score system and
Cincinnati knee rating system) to determine if proprioceptive training could significantly
improve knee function compared to conventional training (Ma, J et al. 2020). The results showed
that after researchers performed sensitivity analysis and found that two studies were the main
sources of heterogeneity. After removal, heterogeneity (the state of being diverse in content) was
significantly reduced, and the result didn’t alter. Next, knee proprioception was evaluated using
the active angle reproduction, the “threshold to detection of passive motion” device. The goal of
the data for proprioceptive training using a random effect model revealed that proprioceptive
training could significantly improve knee proprioception in participants compared with
conventional training (Ma, J et al. 2020). Similar to the studies above, the researchers performed
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sensitivity analysis and found that 3 studies were the main source of heterogeneity. After
removal, the heterogeneity was significantly reduced, but the result altered (Ma, J et al. 2020).
The final statement was determined by Ma, J et al. (2020) was that effects of
proprioceptive training on knee functional and proprioceptive improvement after anterior
cruciate ligament reconstruction cannot be confirmed according to the stratification analysis, and
the effects are greatly influenced by the quality of the study, sample size, age differences,
intervention frequency and start time.

A systematic review completed by Kruse, L. .M, Gray, B., and Wright, R. W. (2012) that
evaluated studies on rehabilitation following ACL reconstruction that have Level I or II
evidence. This study also provides recommendations on the inclusion of these protocols into an
ACL rehabilitation program. The systematic search used the following databases PubMed,
Embase, and the Cochrane Controlled Trials Register. Researchers used the terms “anterior
cruciate ligament reconstruction,” “ACL,” “rehabilitation,” “randomized trial,” and “clinical
trial” to identify studies published from January 2006 to December 2010 (Kruse et al. 2012). All
three authors participated in the search and results in eight-five articles. The quality of the
articles was assessed using the Center for Evidence-based Medicine, Level I were high quality
and Level II were lesser quality articles. The data found in the analyzed articles included the
level of evidence, number of patients, ACL reconstruction method, randomization procedure,
differences between groups, intervention, loss to follow-up, parameters assessed, significant
findings, bias, and conclusions (Kruse et al. 2012).
The following topics are discussed: Postoperative bracing, accelerated rehabilitation,
home-based rehabilitation, proprioception and neuromuscular training, and miscellaneous topics
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investigated by single trials (Kruse et al. 2012). Most importantly, neuromuscular interventions
will be discussed and how they are not likely to be harmful to patients, but they are also not
likely to have large improvements in outcomes or help patients return to sports faster. To support
that statement, nine randomized trials evaluated neuromuscular training as part of their
rehabilitation after ACL reconstruction. The training included proprioceptive and balance
training, perturbation training, and vibratory stimulation (Kruse et al. 2012). In the studies
provided in the systematic study there weren’t significant improvements in outcomes in regard to
neuromuscular training (Hartigan et al. 2009, Benazzo et al., and Risberg et al. 2007).
As stated by Kruse et al. 2012, neuromuscular exercises are not likely to be harmful to patients;
however, their impact was small. That being said Neuromuscular exercises should not be
performed to the exclusion of strengthening and range-of-motion exercises (Kruse et al. 2012).
The studies provided in this study focused on improving rehabilitation following ACL
reconstruction, with a goal of safely allowing the return of mobility, strength, and ultimately
sport participation (Kruse et al. 2012).
A systematic review was completed by Costa et al. (2020) that evaluated if
proprioceptive and balance exercise can improve results in people with ACL deficiency. The
studies were found on PubMed and ScienceDirect. “Proprioception” OR “Proprioception”
AND “anterior Cruciate Ligament” OR ACL reconstruction” OR “Anterior Cruciate
Ligament Injuries” were used in the search to find articles within a 10-year period. After
assessing the article's methodological quality using the PEDro scale, three articles scored
seven points, one article eight points and two articles reached nine points (Costa et al. 2020).
This systematic review was aimed to investigate and synthesize the findings of investigations
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that analyzed the effects of including proprioceptive training after ACL reconstruction
surgery in adults (Costa et al. 2020).
In two of the studies evaluated by Costa et al. (2020) assessing the effect of proprioception
similar effects were explained. In one study that involved training on a vibrating platform
for four weeks, three months after the ACL reconstruction with a total of 14 participants. A
positive effect was seen in proprioception with the sessions from a previous study (Akbari
et al.) but with a frequency of 3 times a week (Costa et al. 2020). However, the time for
training sessions in duration increased totaling training time by 165 minutes (Costa et al.
2020). Overall, the positive effect of proprioception on stability can be related to time (Costa
et al. 2020). On the other hand, two other studies had different results with the same
intervention time (12 weeks). There weren’t superior effects stability/balance, from the
inclusion of proprioception training through the Nientendo or through training on a vibrating
platform (Costa et al. 2020). After reviewing the results of six studies, the researchers
determined the results that were found were inconsistent. There’s a need to emphasize
studies that evaluate isolated effects of proprioceptive training in individuals undergoing
ACL reconstruction surgery. The additional research will be beneficial to future studies.

Critique of Strengths and Weaknesses
The appraisal of the 15 articles, shared similar strengths as well as weaknesses. One
strength noted with the systematic review articles out of the five articles three were of high
quality and two were good quality. Another strength was the ability of the articles to provide
a debate on whether balance training improves dynamic control in ACL deficient or knee
reconstructed knees. There were studies that supported the question by incorporating
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detailed rehabilitation programming highlighting the effects of proprioception and balance.
On the other hand, two articles out of the 15 resulted in no improvement in dynamic stability
after ACLr. This leaves room for improvement and further research.
Weaknesses of this study were identified as well. Out of the 15 articles only two
studies had large populations of subjects assessed Risberg et al. 2007 and Daneshjoo et al.
2012. If there were larger populations it would be beneficial to future research. Finally, four
out of the 15 articles studied lasted longer than eight weeks including Risberg et al. 2007,
Akbari et al. 2015, An et al. 2015, and Steffen et al. 2017. There is room for improvement
for future research and both weaknesses can easily be addressed.

Summary
Fifteen research articles were reviewed and later on summarized in the following chapters.
The articles were chosen to answer if balance training improved dynamic control in ACL
deficient knees or ACLr. All the articles were organized based on levels: Level I, II, and III.
The Johns Hopkins Evaluation Tool and Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) were
used to determine the quality of the article.

Chapter IV: Discussion, Implications, and Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter is to review previous articles by determining their ability to support
if balance control training improves dynamic control in ACL deficient athletes. After analyzing
15 peer-reviewed scholarly articles their quality and credibility will be explained in reference to
their contribution to the clinical question. Limitations, gaps, common trends, implications to
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athletic training practice, and recommendation for future research analyzed from the research
will be included in chapter four.

Literature Synthesis
The primary focus of the Critical Review of the Literature is to answer the question,
“Does balance training improve dynamic control in ACL deficient athletes?” A total of 15
articles were reviewed and analyzed based on the level of quality and the ability to answer the
practice question. The 15 articles are categorized into four sections: Influence of
balance training on dynamic control and the effect of preconception on balance training.
Out of the 15 articles, 3 closely tested the influence of balance training in relation to
dynamic control. Two of the three articles were identified as good quality; these included Steffen
et al. (2017) and Daneshjoo et al. (2012). The first study assessed whether static and dynamic
postural control were associated with an increased risk for ACL injuries in female elite handball
and football players. Balance was evaluated by using the simplified Star Excursion Balance Test
(SEBT). The measurement tool evaluated dynamic stability and postural control, in combination
with lower limb strength and range of motion. Then, Daneshjoo et al. in 2012 conducted a
randomized trial assessing a large population of professional soccer players proprioception,
static, and dynamic balance. Finally, Akbari et al. (2015) high quality study evaluated the effect
of balance exercises on the postural stability indices in subjects with anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACL).
Three of the 15 articles did not focus on dynamic control but highlighted the effect and
importance of proprioception in ACL deficient knees. All articles evaluated the effect of
proprioception on balance training and two of the three were categorized as good quality articles
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(Vathrakokilis et al. 2008 and Dhillon et al 2011). Vathrakokilis et al. (2008) performed a
randomized controlled study that assessed the influence of a balance-training program on knee
joint proprioception after ACL reconstructed on patients who had a lack of proprioceptive
ability. Next, Dhillon et al. (2011) performed a systematic review through major databases that
evaluated the importance of functional stability of the knee and proprioception. Finally, Cooper
et al. (2005) performed a high quality systematic review researching how proprioceptive and
balance exercise may improve outcomes in people with ACL deficiency.
Next, three of the 15 articles discuss the progressions of ACL rehabilitation programs.
The first two articles were good quality (Webster et al. 2018 and Risberg et al. (2004) and Wilk
et al. (2012) were high quality. Webster et al. (2018) performed systematic review and metaanalysis of overlapping meta-analyses that evaluated the effectiveness of ACL injury prevention
training programs. This study did not specifically research rehabilitation practices but more on
preventative methods. The primary takes away from the study was the plyometric and balance
training exercises. Risberg et al. (2004) researched the effectiveness of various rehabilitation
programs used to treat ACL injuries in adult patients through a systematic review. The
importance of return to play criteria, full ROM and 90% quadriceps muscle strength thoroughly
discussed. The last article by Wilk et al. (2018) provided detailed facts on the scientific basis for
rationale behind the ACL rehabilitation following reconstruction. The study explains the
principles of ACL rehabilitation are covered, and the progression of protocols throughout the
years.
Finally, one of the systematic studies provided a different narrative in regard to
proprioception after ACLr. Ma et al. 2020 a high-quality article that could not be confirmed of
the effects of proprioception training knee functional and proprioceptive improvements after
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anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. On the other hand, Costa et al. (2020) studied the
effectiveness of proprioception after ACL reconstruction. The two statements provide additional
improvement for future research in effectiveness of proprioception and balance training.

Current Trends and Gaps in Literature

Multiple trends and gaps were identified throughout this research study. The first trend
that was discovered were the years the articles were published. 10 of the 15 articles were
published from the years of 2010 – 2020. Then ten articles that were within ten years showed the
progression of ACL rehabilitation protocols, proprioception and balance training, as well as the
development of secondary injuries post-ACL reconstruction. Second, the balance training
programs were evaluated to observe improvements in dynamic control. Akbari et al. (2015)
discussed how dynamic stability improved in ACL reconstruction subjects after balance training
highlights proprioceptive and balance exercises. Following this trend, seven of the 15 articles
discussed common proprioception and dynamic balancing exercises in current clinical settings.
This trend was common not only in random controlled trials but also in meta-analyses and
systematic reviews. The third common trend were the rehabilitation practice
protocols for ACL reconstructions. Throughout the years there have been advances in
rehabilitation, as stated in Wilk, et al. (2012). Current programs emphasize full passive knee
extension, immediate partial weight bearing, and functional exercises. Wilk et al. (2012), a high
quality article and Friel et al. (2013) good quality rehabilitation trend is due to the documented
improved outcomes with more aggressive rehabilitation. The final trend was the progression of
secondary injuries due to a non-aggressive rehabilitation approach (Andriacchi et al. 2004, Friel
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and Chu, 2013 and, Ernst et al. 2000) discusses the various injuries that can develop post-ACL
reconstruction. This trend was highly researched and included in the majority of the studies in
this critical literature review.
Gaps in the literature were discussed in the review. The most common gap in determining
the effect of balance training on dynamic control was a lack of studies performed that addressed
the clinical question. This became a problem when determining the validity of the articles due to
limited information. When studies were performed, they were typically composed of a small
subject group. This trend was seen in Ernst et al. (2000) with 20 participants and Vathrakokilis et
al. (2008) and Akbari et al. (2015) comprising 24 participants. Next, the quality of the articles
was identified as a gap in literature. This isn’t discrediting the good quality articles, there is a
higher probability of depthless information. Comparing and contrasting the articles becomes
difficult due to possible errors or absence of information.

Implications for Athletic Training
It is the responsibility of an Athletic Trainer (AT) to provide an efficient balance training
program that improves dynamic control after ACL reconstruction. In addition to the training
program, ATs need to provide a well-structured rehabilitation program that’ll reduce an athlete’s
chance of secondary injuries. Current balance training protocols include safe exercises
that increase knee joint proprioception for patients who have a lack of proprioceptive ability after
an ACL reconstruction (Vathrakokilis et al, 2008). Protocols were put into place to improve
dynamic control by incorporating balance training exercises as well as proprioception. A variety
of balance measurement tools were used in the majority of the studies that evaluated dynamic
control as well as stability on lower extremity imbalances. (Akbari et al, 2015). These
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experimental studies produced training methods for subjects with ACL deficiency during the
early stage of ACL reconstruction rehabilitation (Akbari et al, 2015). Another implication for
ATs to consider is if the organization of rehabilitation protocols prior to progression of balance
training offer maximum care for an athlete as possible. Scientifically based and well-designed
rehabilitation programs also play a vital role in an athlete’s outcome (Wilk et al, 2018).
Researchers have examined current rehabilitation programs and the limitations. After
determining that the primary focus shouldn’t be solely on strengthening exercises but also on
proprioceptive and neuromuscular control drills that’ll provide a neurological stimulus to regain
the dynamic stability in the deficient limb (Wilk et al, 2018).
These methods aren’t only limited to athletic training but extended to physical therapists and
physicians. Finally, literature on potential progression of injuries after ACL reconstruction is an
opportunity for ATs, athletes, and coaches to be educated on potential risks for injuries to
develop after reconstruction. For an example, ACL injuries have been related to early onset
osteoarthritis (OA) where the individuals experience pain, functional limitations, and decreased
quality of life (Friel et al, 2019). The presence of knee OA in patients with an ACL deficient
knee experiences an increased incidence of knee OA (Andriacchi et al, 2004). After reviewing
the information above, there is no excuse why ATs, physical therapists, and physicians should
not integrate balance training programs for dynamic control and advancement in rehabilitation
protocols into clinical settings.

Recommendations for Future Research
After thoroughly analyzing and summarizing 15 research articles, gaps and limitations
were observed which led to recommendations for research. One common recommendation that
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researchers presented was the need for additional balance training in addition to dynamic control
in ACL deficient knees. With improvement in dynamic balance training ACL deficient athletes
can enhance functional adaptations (Alikhani et al, 2019). Proprioception, as well as
neuromuscular training are highly researched subjects in regard to ACL recovery. Unfortunately,
the good and high quality articles in reference to balance training were observed in RCTs,
systematic reviews, and meta-analyses. Isolated plyometric or dynamic stabilization/balance
training has been researched for reduction in ACL injury as a prevention aid, but there are
limitations referring to reducing ACL return to play (Myer et al, 2006). With additional RCTs
and systematic reviews researched on the practice the question can reduce the recovery period
for athletes.
Another recommendation is the lack of research on balance training. As stated by Akbari
et al. (2015) muscular strength and proprioception suggests that strength training and
proprioception training is mutually beneficial. In addition, current rehabilitation programs focus
not only on strengthening exercises but also on proprioceptive and neuromuscular control drills
to help athletes regain the dynamic stability that is needed in athletic competition (Wilk et al,
2012). Proprioceptive and balance exercise have been shown to improve postural and dynamic
stability in subjects with ACL deficiency in the early stage of ACL reconstruction rehabilitation.
(Wilk et al, 2012). In addition, improving dynamic balance has been reported to enhance
functional adaptations as well as reduction of lower extremity injury
risk (Alikhani et al, 2019). Nonetheless, an urgent need for inclusion in research is due to the
limited number of participants in studies (n = 22, Alikhani et al, 2019).

Conclusion
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The researched studies of this Critical Review of Literature support the influence of
balance training in reference to dynamic control. The 15 peer-reviewed articles provided in this
review thoroughly supports the practice question. All 15 articles were summarized and analyzed
using the Bethel University Nursing Program matrix format. The articles either covered the
importance of balance training on ACL deficient knees, advances in ACL rehabilitation
protocols, or potential risks of secondary injuries due to degeneration of the knee. All 15 articles
were included in the review, as well as their relevance to the question provided at the beginning
of the review. Overall, the information provided thoroughly illustrates the relevance of balance
training to ACL deficient athletes. The limitations and gaps in literature expresses the importance
for further research. The additional knowledge is not limited to ATs but also for other medical
professionals (Physicians, physical therapists etc.).
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Appendix A: Literature Review Matrix
Randomized Controlled Trials
Source
Risberg, M. R, Holm, I., Myklebust, G., & Engebretsen. (2007). Neuromuscular training versus strength
training during first 6 months after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction: A randomized clinical trial.
Journal of Physical Therapy, 87(6). 737-750. Doi: 10.2522/ptj.20060041
Methodology/Purpose Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
Randomized Control
The study was a Hop tests, isokinetic muscle
There were no significant
Study
randomized,
strength, proprioception, and
differences between the
single-blinded,
static and dynamic balance
groups for the other
Purpose:
The purpose of this
controlled trial.
tests were completed by
outcome measures for the
participants throughout 6
hop, balance,
study was to determine The
months to determine the
proprioception, and muscle
the effect of a 6-month neuromuscular
difference between a
strength tests. Resulting in
neuromuscular training training and
neuromuscular training
both group no differences in
(NT) program versus a strength
straining groups program versus a traditional
dynamic knee stabilization
traditional strength
strength training.
and jump training between
training (ST) program were tested
following anterior
preoperatively
groups.
and at 3 and 6
cruciate ligament
months.
(ACL) reconstruction
John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal
Method: Seventy-four
participants (27 female
Level: I
and 47 male) were
selected for a singleQuality: High Quality
blinded, randomized
controlled trial.
Recommendations: Continue with long-term studies because long-term follow-up are needed to
determine the difference in favor of the NT exercises and if they have any long-term consequences.
Further research also is needed to decide if possible, mechanisms are needed for these different exercises.

Source
Dhillon, M. S., Bali, K., & Prabhakar, S. (2011). Proprioception in anterior cruciate ligament deficient
knees and its relevance in anterior ligament reconstruction, Indian Journal of Othopaedics, 45(4), 294-300.
doi: 10.4103/0019-5413.80320
Methodology/Purpose
Prospective
Randomized Trial
Purpose:
Method:

Sample/Setting
Patients knee
function and
proprioception
were assessed.

Design Instruments
Group P exercises were based
exercises focused on rapid
contraction of hamstring
muscles and improve dynamic

Results
There was an improvement
in the reflex hamstring
contraction. The
improvement in group P
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A group of 50 patients,
eight women and
forty-two men with
complete ruptures of
their ACLs from 13
months after injury.
Broken up into two
groups, group T
(Traditional regime)
and group P
(Proprioceptive
regime).

They were asked stability through
was significantly greater
about their status, proprioceptive enhancement
than group T. There was no
level of
techniques. Group T focused
identifiable relationship in
instability, and
on increasing the strength of
either group between
general function. the lower-limb muscles, with
change in function.
Procedure: 2x a
no attempt to increase speed of
week for 12
contraction.
weeks would
John Hopkins Evidence
perform
isometric/isotonic Appraisal
quad and
hamstring
exercises.
Quality: Good
Recommendations: Proprioception is an emerging subject as an important factor to determine postoperative care after ACL reconstruction
Source
Daneshjoo, A., Mokhtar, A. H., Rahnama, N., & Yusof, A. (2012). The effects of comprehensive warm-up
program on proprioception, static and dynamic balance on male soccer players. PLoS One, 7(12). doi:
10.1371/journal.pone.0051568
Methodology/Purpose
Purpose: Investigate
the effects of FIFA
players who warm-up
programs include
proprioception, and on
the static and dynamic
balance of professional
male soccer players.
Method:
Soccer players, under
21 were divided
randomly into 11+,
Harmoknee and
control groups.
Program lasted two
months (24 sessions).
Proprioception was
measured and static
and dynamic balance
test were evaluated.

Sample/Setting
Total of 36
professional
male players
from the ages
17-20 randomly
broken up into
two groups and
give warm-up
exercises that
evaluated static
and dynamic
exercises, along
with
proprioception.

Design Instruments
Proprioception was measured
bilaterally at 30, 45, and 60
degrees of knee flexion using
the Biodex Isokinetic
Dynamometer. The 11+ warm
up included 27 exercises with a
set of balance exercises.
Harmoknee group program
comprising five parts; warmup, muscle activation, balance,
strength, and core stability.
John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal
Level: I
Quality: Good

Results
The comparison of static
balance between groups
showed a significant main
effect in static balance with
eyes open between time.
The Bonferroni post-hoc
test indicated significant
increases in static balance
with eyes opened in the 11+
by 10.9% than the
harmoknee group by 6.1%
For the SEBT results
between the groups showed
an increase by the 11+
(6.7%) over the harmoknee
group (5.6%). The
programs improved
proprioception in the
dominant leg at 45° and 60°
knee flexion.
Both showed improvement
in proprioception and
balance which can improve
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performance and prevent
injuries particularly lower
limb injuries.
Recommendations: Describe the limitations in the research so those limitations can be evaluated as well.
Controlled Trails without Randomization
Source
Vathrakokilis, K., Malliou, P., Gioftsidou, A., Beneka, A., & Godolias, G. (2008). Effects of a balance
training protocol on knee joint proprioception after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. Journal of
Back and Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation, 24(4), 233-237. doi: 10.3233/BMR-2008-21403
Methodology/Purpose
Purpose:
The main purpose of
the study was to assess
the influence of a
balance-training
program on knee joint
proprioception,
between acl
reconstructed patients
who had a lack of
proprioceptive ability.
Method:
The participants were
randomly assigned into
two groups. Group one
was the experimental
group. (Group A: 8
males, 4 females) and
one control (Group B:
9 males, 3 females).
Over 8 weeks.

Sample/Setting
A total of 24
patients (17
males and 7
females) who
had undergone
ACL
reconstruction
(using a
quadruple loop
of
semitendinosus
and gracilis
tendon graft)
participated in
this study.

Design Instruments
Three different programs were
used to assess the influence of
balance training in both groups.
Biodex Stability System was
used for the evaluation of
balance in single limb stance
for all the participants
Balance training - The
balance program consisted of
the five postural stability
exercises.
Balance Boards (BB) - Two
balance boards were used for
the evaluation of balance in
single limb stance.
John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal

Results
There were significant
differences in
proprioceptive ability
between legs of the
participants but there were
no significant differences in
the two groups in overall,
anterior-posterior and
medial lateral stability both
legs. The 8-week balance
training program improved
all the balance performance
indicators examined in the
group A. But there was no
difference in the balance
ability found in group B
between the two evaluations
according to the examined
balance performance
indicators.

Level: I
Quality: Good
Recommendations: Have a larger sample group along with an extended period for the study. A
prospective approach would’ve been more beneficial
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Source
Akbari, A., Ghiasi, F., Mir, M., & Hosseinifar, M. (2015). The effects of balance training on static and
dynamic postural stability indices after acute ACL reconstruction. Global Journal of health Science, 8(4),
68-81. doi: 10.5539/gjhs.v8n4p68
Methodology/Purpose
Experimental Study
Purpose: Is to
evaluate the effect of
balance exercises on
postural stability
indices in subjects with
anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL)
reconstruction.
Method:
Twenty-four patients
with ACL
reconstructed (balance
training group) and
twenty-four healthy
adults without any
knee injury (control
group)

Sample/Setting
Over a twoweek period,
exercises were
performed.
From the
healthy
(controlled
group) and the
balance group
who had ACL
reconstruction.

Design Instruments
In balance training group,
subjects were trained with
balance training rehabilitation
program for 30 minutes, 6 days
in week, for 12 sessions.
Dynamic postural stability was
tested when the participants
performed a double leg
standing position with the eyes
open and closed and in the
single leg standing position
with the eyes open and closed
on the right and left legs.

Results
Static and dynamic stability
improves; however, it did
not significantly change in
ACL reconstruction
subjects after balance
training. The results suggest
that proprioceptive and
balance exercises improve
postural stability in subjects
with ACL deficiency in
early stage of ACL
reconstruction
rehabilitation.

John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal
Level: I
Quality: High Quality

Recommendations: A randomized study would have given results that aren’t swayed in the researcher’s
favor.
Source
Armitano-Lago, C., Morrison, S., Hoch, S., & Bennett, H. J. (2020). ACL reconstructed individuals
demonstrate slower reactions during a dynamic postural task. Scandinavian Journal of Medicine and
Science in Sports, 30(1), 1-11. doi: 10.1111/sms.13698
An experimental study Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
Purpose
Total of 32
The following measuring tools
Anterior-posterior and
Determine if ACLr
subjects. The
were used: International
mediolateral was
individuals
requirement for Physical Activity
significantly slower in the
demonstrate slower
individuals with Questionnaire, Knee injury and ACLr group. The results
reactions during a
previous ACLr
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score, revealed no group
dynamic postural task
history was a
and the 36-Item Short Form
differences for balance,
Methodology
minimum of 2
Survey. Postural reaction time
proprioception, joint laxity,
Sixteen participants
years post-ACL (RT) individuals performed
or reflex testing (Armitanowith a unilateral ACLr
both simple and choice RT
Lago et al. 2020). In
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and sixteen massmatched participants
with no previous
history of ACLr
(control group).

reconstructive
surgery.

tasks under postural conditions.
Simple RT paradigm provided
direct comparison with the
seated RT responses, while the
choice RT paradigm reflected
dynamic movements typically
performed in sporting activity

addition, no group
differences were found in
concentric or eccentric
quadricep strength.
However, the primary
finding was that individuals
with an ACLr exhibited a
significant slowing of
postural reactions compared
to the control group.

Recommendations: There weren’t any significant differences between groups in the clinical or
biomechanical measurements would be considered limited. Therefore, considerations for additional studies
will benefit future research in ACLr.
Source
Myer, G. D., Ford, K. R., McLean, F. R., & Hewett, T. E. (2006). The effects of plyometric versus
dynamic stabilization and balance training on lower extremity biomechanics. The American Journal of
Sports Medicine, 34(3), 445-455. doi: 10.1177/0363546505281241
Methodology/Purpose
Controlled Laboratory
Study
Purpose: Is to
compare the effects of
maximum effort
plyometric jumping
versus dynamic
stabilization/balance
exercises on lower
extremity kinematics
during landing tasks in
female athletes.
Method:
A total of 18 high
school female athletes
with (ACL-injured and
ACL-uninjured)
participated in 18
training sessions over a
seven-week period.
They were split into
the groups, the
plyometric and balance
group.

Sample/Setting
Participants
were randomly
assigned.
Plyometric
group had 8
participants and
the balance
group had 10
participants.
Lower extremity
kinematics were
measured during
the drop vertical
jump and the
medial drop
landing before
and after
training using
3D motion
analysis
techniques.

Design Instruments
The plyometric training
emphasized jumping
movements with maximum
effort and power and
performance of cutting
techniques with quick reactions
and maximum effort. During
the unanticipated cutting
maneuvers, the athletes were
again instructed to decrease
lower extremity valgus motion
and maintain proper knee and
foot alignment. In an attempt to
improve the speed this would
increase efficiency of the
technique. In the balance group
they followed a protocol that
emphasized dynamic
stabilization and balance.
During the exercise, the
balance group received
frequent oral feedback about
technical performance,
improving postural and lower

Results
During the drop vertical
jump, both plyometric and
balance training reduced
initial contact with
maximum hip adduction
angle and maximum ankle
eversion angle. The
Plyometric training
increased initial contact
knee flexion and maximum
knee flexion during the
drop vertical jump, while
the balance training
increased maximum knee
flexion during the medial
drop landing.
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extremity alignment and
control. The motion analyses
were observed by placing Eight
high-speed Eagle video
cameras on the participant’s
body.
John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal
Level: II
Quality: Good
Recommendations: Have a larger sample group along with an extended period for the study.
Source
An, K. O., Park, G. D., & Lee, J-C. (2015). Effects of acceleration training 24 weeks after anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction on proprioceptive and dynamic balancing functions. Journal of Physical Therapy
Science, 27(9), 2825-2828. Doi: 10.1589/jpts.27.2825
Methodology/Purpose
Purpose: This study is
aimed to investigate
whether the effects of
rehabilitation exercise
performed after ACL
reconstruction on
proprioceptive sensory
and dynamic balancing
functions differ
between male and
females.
Method:
18 subjects
participated in a study
the assessed the
difference between
male and female for 36 months of
rehabilitation exercise
programs.

Sample/Setting
18 (female=8
and males= 10)
subjects
volunteered for
the study.
Between the
ages of 17-20
years old. They
were broken
into groups
based off of
their gender.

Design Instruments
Exercises performed three
times a week for 12 weeks
beginning right after ACL
reconstruction. Active joint
position (AJPS) sense was
evaluated with knee at 90
degrees. 45-degree angle was
evaluated with passive joint
position sense (PJPS).
Dynamic balance was
measured using a new balance
system by Biodex Medical
System.
John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal
Level: III
Quality: Good

Results
On the affected knee, AJPS
during extension showed no
significant difference
between groups. PJPS
during flexion showed
improvement throughout
the individual groups but no
significant difference
between them. Only for the
affected knee only flexion
PJPS showed significant
improvement over time.
The improvement rate for
females on the PJPS was
slightly higher over time
than males.
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Recommendations: Have a larger sample group this will give accurate, along with variety results of the
differences between male and female after ACL. Also, instead of having the subjects volunteer, let it be
random, so the results aren’t swayed in one direction.
Source
Steffen, K., Nilstad, A., Krosshaug, T., Pasanen, K., Killingmo, A., & Bahr, R. (2017). No association
between static and dynamic control and ACL injury risk among female elite handball and football players:
A prospective study if 838 players. British Journal of Sports Medicine, 51(4). 253-259. doi:
10.1136/bjsports-2016-097068
Methodology/Purpose Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
Prospective study
Over an eight
A simplified SEBT was done
During follow-up through
Purpose: To assess
year period
to assess dynamic stability and May 2016, it was recorded
whether postural
balance test
postural control. It was
that 80 ACL injuries
control was associated used as
combined with lower limb
occurred in 67 players. The
with an increased risk
screening
strength and range of motion
results showed that
for ACL injuries in
measures.
exercises. Balance was
neither postural sway nor
female elite handball
Performing
assessed based on center of
dynamic postural control
and football players.
baseline test on
pressure (COP) measures on a
measures in single-leg
Center of
balance platform.
stabilization differed
Method:
pressure, along
between players suffering
838 players: 409
with the SEBT. John Hopkins Evidence
an ACL injury after the
handball and 429
Appraisal
baseline screening and
football players. All
uninjured players. Postural
ACL injuries were
Level II
control measures examined
kept track of both
were and it was found that
contact and nonQuality: Good
it was not associated with
contact.
increased ACL injury risk
among female elite handball
and football players.
Recommendations: Being more specific with the data and including the baseline procedures that were
performed.
Source
Myklebust, G., Bahr, R., Nilstad, A., & Steffen, K. (2017). Knee function among elite handball and
football players 1-6 years after anterior cruciate ligament. Scandinavian Journal of Medicine and Science
in Sports, 25(5), 545-553. doi: 10.1111/sms.12842
Methodology/Purpose Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
Prospective Cohort
Data used from
Assess quadricep and
Significantly weaker
Study
previous cohort hamstring strength were
isokinetic quadriceps and
Purpose:
study evaluated assessed using maximal
hamstrings muscular
To evaluate isokinetic 660 athletes,
isokinetic concentric knee
strength compared to nonand isometric lower
football and
extension and knee flexion
injured knee. There weren’t
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extremity strength,
handball female with a dynamometer Hip
any between-leg
dynamic balance, knee players.
abductor strength was
improvements found for hip
laxity, and selfmeasured with handheld
abduction strength, and the
reported knee function
dynamometer. Dynamic
dynamic balance test.
for female athletes
balance was assessed using the Players without an ACLwho successfully
modified Star Excursion
injury history displayed
returned to and played
Balance Test. A total of three
significantly greater
elite handful and
trials were calculated, the mean hamstring strength in their
football for several
of trials was analyzed in all
dominant leg compared to
years after an ACL
directions
the non-dominant side.
injury.
John Hopkins Evidence
However. Balance was 2%Method:
Appraisal
4% better on non-dominant
Investigate risk factors
side. These results showed
for ACL injuries in
Level II
that no differences in
football players. A
strength or dynamic balance
total of 418 handball
Quality: Good
were observed between
players and 448
female players with
football players were
previous ACL injuries who
included into the study
had successfully returned to
from 2007 through
sport 1-6 years after injury
2014
and non-injured players.
Recommendations: Research/results should compare male and females. The limitations of this study are
that there weren’t differences in in strength or dynamic balance with previous ACL injuries.
Systematic Reviews
Source
Cooper, R. L., Taylor, N., & Feller, J. A. (2005). Systemic review of the effect of proprioceptive and
balance exercise on people with an injured or reconstructed anterior cruciate ligament. Research in Sports
Medicine, 13(2), 163-178. doi: 10.1080/15438620590956
Methodology/Purpose
Systematic Review
Purpose: Investigate
the effectiveness of
proprioceptive and
balance exercises on
outcomes of ACL
injuries
Method:
Electronic searches
were performed using
keywords such as,
rehabilitation/exercise,

Sample/Setting
Search
strategies. A
supplementary
electronic search
was conducted
on multiple
databases:
MEDLINE,
EMBASE,
CINAHL,
AMED,
SPORTS

Design Instruments
Programs that were based on
opinion or theoretical rationale
only were considered to offer
high-level evidence of program
benefit.
John Hopkins Evidence
Appraisal
Quality: High

Results
A total of 1.532 papers
were in the primary search.
352 duplicates were
discarded, along with and
other 1,126 on basis of the
title, and 48 because of the
abstract. Of the seven
studies that met the
inclusion criteria, five were
randomized clinical trials.
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anterior cruciate, and
DISCUS, and
proprioception. The
THE
PEDro scale was used COCHRANE
to assess
CONTROLLED
methodological
TRIALS
quality.
REGISTER.
Recommendations: Finding articles that showed differences between the articles. Showing the
effectiveness and ineffectiveness of each article that was searched.

Source
Kruse, L. M., Gray, B., &Wright R. W. (2012). Rehabilitation after anterior cruciate ligament,
reconstruction, The Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery, 94(19), 1737-1748. Doi: 10.21-6/JBJS.K.01246
Methodology/Purpose Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
Systematic Study
Analyzed
Postoperative bracing,
Neuromuscular exercises
Purpose:
articles included accelerated rehabilitation,
are not likely to be harmful
Evaluates studies on
the level of
home-based rehabilitation,
to patients; however, their
rehabilitation
evidence,
proprioception and
impact was small. That
following ACL
number of
neuromuscular training, and
being said Neuromuscular
reconstruction that
patients, ACL
miscellaneous topics
exercises should not be
have Level I or II
reconstruction
investigated by single trials
performed to the exclusion
evidence.
method,
of strengthening and rangeMethod:
randomization
John Hopkins Evidence
of-motion exercises
search used the
procedure,
Appraisal
following databases
differences
PubMed, Embase, and between groups, Level:
the Cochrane
intervention,
Controlled Trials
loss to followQuality: High
Register. Researchers
up, parameters
used the terms
assessed,
“anterior cruciate
significant
ligament
findings, bias,
reconstruction,”
and conclusions.
“ACL,”
“rehabilitation,”
“randomized trial,”
and “clinical trial” to
identify studies
published from
January 2006 to
December 2010 (Kruse
et al. 2012). All three
authors participated in
the search and results
in eight-five articles.
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The quality of the
articles was assessed
using the Center for
Evidence-based
Medicine, Level I were
high quality and Level
II were lesser quality
articles.
Recommendations: Further investigations of the timing of rehabilitation and supplemental rehabilitation
exercises are needed to continue to improve the care and function of patients following ACL
reconstruction.

Source
Costa, W. D., Guiherme, V. R., Rinaidi, W., Alexandrino, E. G., Santos, S, R., & Guiherme, F. R. (2020).
Effects of inclusion of proprioception training in the recovery adults submitted to anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction surgery: A systematic review, Journal of Physical Education, 31(1), 1- 10. doi:
10.42025/jphyseduc.v31i1.3134
Methodology/Purpose Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
A Systematic Review
The search of
Variables used were
The results of six studies
Purpose:
the articles was
stability/balance,
were determined as
To investigate and
within a 10-year proprioception, force,
inconsistent. Majority of the
synthesize the findings period.
functional movements, and
studies supported the
of investigations that
coordination.
purpose of the study, the
analyzed the effects of
effectiveness of
including
John Hopkins Evidence
proprioception after ACL
proprioceptive training
Appraisal
reconstruction and the
after
remaining studies didn’t
Quality: High
ACL reconstruction
show any effect to
surgery in adults.
proprioception.
Method:
The studies were found
on PubMed and
Science Direct.
“Proprioception” OR
“Proprioception” AND
“anterior Cruciate
Ligament” OR ACL
reconstruction” OR
“Anterior Cruciate
Ligament Injuries”
were used in the search
to find articles within a
10-year period.
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Recommendations: There’s a need to be an emphasis on studies that evaluate isolated effects of
proprioceptive training in individuals undergoing ACL reconstruction surgery. The addition research will
be beneficial future studies.
Meta-Analyses
Source
Webster, K. E. & Hewett, T. E. (2018). Meta-analysis of meta-analyses of anterior cruciate ligament injury
reduction training programs, Journal of Orthopaedic Research 36(10), 2696-2708. doi: 10.1002/jor.2403
Methodology/Purpose Sample/Setting Design Instruments
Results
Meta-analysis
All databases
Randomized controlled studies There is currently
Purpose:
were searched
(RCTs) or prospective cohort
insufficient data to make
To evaluate the
from January
studies that evaluated. The
strong conclusions or
effectiveness of an
1990 until
exclusion criteria were
recommendations as to the
ACL injury prevention August 3, 2017
systematic reviews that did not effectiveness of ACL injury
training program
and the studies
pool data or perform a metaprevention programs in
Method:
were limited to
analysis.
male athletes. Therefore,
Databases: Medline,
reviews or metafuture research should
PubMed, Embase,
analyses.
John Hopkins Evidence
continue to assess the
CINAHL, and
Appraisal
effectiveness of such
Cochrane Database of
programs in male athletes,
Systematic reviews
Quality: Good
whether they have a
(Webster & Hewett,
sustained benefit, and also
2018). The following
investigate the potential for
keywords were
the application of these
selected: “ACL OR
findings for reduction of
anterior cruciate
second ACL injury risk.
ligament OR
neuromuscular OR
training OR sport
injury” AND
“prevention OR
neuromuscular OR
training PR agility OR
plyometric.”
Recommendations: Future research could benefit from the analysis as well as the findings such as, the
reduction of second ACL injury risks.
Systematic and Meta-Analyses Study
Source
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Ma, J. Zhang, D., Zhao, T., Liu, X., Wang, J., Zheng, H., & Jin, S. (2020). The effects of proprioceptive
training on anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction rehabilitation: A systemic review and meta-analysis.
Clinical Rehabilitation, 1-7. doi: 10.1177/02692121550970737
Methodology/Purpose
Systematic and Metaanalyses Study
Purpose: The
proprioceptive training
can promote the
recovery of
proprioceptive
feedback mechanism
of knee and enhance
stability of knee
Method:
The search was
completed using
PubMed, EMBASE,
the Cochrane Library,
Ovid, EBMSCO-host,
ScienceDirect, China
National Knowledge
Infrastructure,
Technology Periodical
Database, Wan Fang
Data and China for the
selected articles.
Keywords used in the
search were:
proprioception,
balance,
neuromuscular t,
training anterior
cruciate ligament
reconstruction, and
randomized controlled
trial. After the
researchers reviewed
relevant articles,
eligibility criteria were
based on PICOS
structure.

Sample/Setting
A total of 170
relevant studies
were chosen
from 10
electronic
databases. The
studies were
screened
according to the
inclusion and
exclusion
criteria. After
the screening
process, 17
studies with 878
participants
published
between 2003
and 2020 were
included.

Design Instruments
Knee function and
proprioception was evaluated
(knee function after training
using the Lysholm knee score
system and Cincinnati knee
rating system).
Quality: High

Results
The effects of
proprioceptive training on
knee functional and
proprioceptive
improvement after anterior
cruciate ligament
reconstruction cannot be
confirmed according to the
stratification analysis, and
the effects are greatly
influenced by the quality of
the study, sample size, age
differences, intervention
frequency and start time.
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Recommendations: The effects of proprioceptive training on knee functional and proprioceptive
improvement after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction cannot be confirmed according to the
stratification analysis, and the effects are greatly influenced by the quality of the study, sample size, age
differences, intervention frequency and start time. The benefit of these results could be helpful for future
studies.
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Appendix B: Quality Assessments and Level of Evidence Chart
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